530 N St SW #S-507
Washington, DC 20024
SW WATERFRONT

Urban Oasis
at Harbour Square

530 N ST SW #S-507 | 1BR 1BA

thevbgroup.com

A sunny, south-facing 1 bedroom apartment with loads of upgrades
and unparalleled space. Fantastic water views from big windows and
two wide balconies! The sunny balconies are the perfect place for an
urban garden or just enjoying some fresh air. Huge Open Floor Plan great for entertaining! Top of the line Bosch appliances make cooking
fun and easy, especially with the double oven and a fridge that keeps
items fresh double the time of a normal one so you have less food
waste! This unit still offers the “magic door” cabinet to the hallway so
your trash is picked up daily from your own home - no walking to the
trash room or chute necessary! Built-ins with two desks provide ample
work from home space that can each accommodate up to 38” curved
monitors! The floor to ceiling bedroom closets make sure no storage
space inch is wasted. The in-unit washer & dryer are only 2 years old
and make it nice you don’t have to compete for machines or worry
when laundry rooms are undergoing maintenance. The water pressure
in the renovated shower with fully tiled bathroom walls is incredible!
The Toto toilet has an integrated washlet and heated seat. Other
fantastic updates include beautiful crown-moulding, new interior
doors, and more storage!
Enjoy gracious living at the celebrated Harbour Square Co-op.
Harbour Square has the best rooftop deck in DC overlooking the river
and Haines Pt. Conveniently located 1 block from the metro and a
grocery store (walking distance to 2 others including Whole Foods)
and 1 block from the Circulator bus you can ride for $1. Peaceful,
quiet, tree-lined streets make you feel like you are not in the bustling
city, but only a few blocks away you have Nats & Audi stadium for
all the sports lovers and The Wharf and all it’s amazing restaurants,
shops, and bars at your fingertips as well as Arena Stage which does
$25 & $35 shows for SW residents! The new developments at Haines
Point will join this list of amazing locations within a few blocks of
your home soon! Other great amenities include the indoor pool and
fantastic gym. 24/7 security with a 24 hour gatehouse and you can
receive deliveries at any time that will be safely kept until you pick
them up. Pet friendly. Your fee covers taxes, landscaping, all utilities
including Comcast Cable & Internet. $228.55 underlying mortgage
that ends 10/2021, parking is $155/month for single space, tandem
spaces are available. Free extra storage available and bike storage
available for rent.
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